
Megadimension Neptunia VII

World in CPU Shift period where citizens are starting to look for new CPU’s rather than
staying with their own. New CPU’s appearing, ancient evil stirring, lots of thinly veiled yuri,
the usual fanfare.

Origin:

Refugee

Scientist (???? - May not be applicable)

Politician/Leader

Adventurer

Race:

Human

Monster

Fairy

Console Patron Unit

CPU:
Personality Swap - A secondary personality in your CPU form. Not so much a separate
personality so much as your true thoughts and feelings brought to the forefront.



Power Swap - Able to swap between using Shares and Negativity. Has an unfortunate effect
on your personality when swapping.

Divine Swap - Usurping and stealing the faith/followers of other deities - Human origin?

CPU Dimension - A personal dimension created by your power.
OR
Power Of Heart - The ability to create things from your desires. Essentially influence reality
with your thoughts. Simple uses of this power could lead to the creation of monsters or
people. Fully sapient beings with their own thoughts and emotions. The greatest expression
of this power is the potential for the creation of an entire dimension, though this would
require a truly staggering desire and power to bring about.

Monster:
Handsome Voice - Don't judge a book by its cover, they may surprise you. You have a very
nice voice. The voice of a handsome person. You may look like a fish with a human face, but
you sound like a hunk. The juxtaposition between the two can throw people off.

Power Of Faith - Based on the monsters being able to generate faith? Though that was
partly because of Kurome/Uzume IIRC

Space Hopper - The ability to jump between dimensions/worlds or move other things
between them.

VR Dimension [400]
- A special dimensional space created by the threads of different worlds mixing together. It
creates a type of Virtual Reality, where one has a chance to physically interact with the
characters of the gameworld that they are playing. To them, you belong to a Heavenly Plane,
a dimension on a higher level of existence they would not normally be able to interact with.
These interactions do not last more than a few minutes before the characters have to return
to their worlds, but once you've seen someone once, you are very likely to see them again
soon.

Power Of One [600] - Based on Kurome. A large amount of power despite not having any
active believers etc. Even without any Shares you'd be stronger than many Goddesses with
a nation of believers behind them.

Sister Dimension! [???] - Sectioning off a portion of your shares to create a sister/clone of
you. Kurome/Uzume

Smooth Molasses [???] - Super nice sounding voice. You can just tell the owner of that voice
is handsome! Or elegant. Attractive.

Faith For The Faithless [???] - Gaining Shares from monsters, beasts, and other creatures.
Not limited to just humans.

Birth From Obsession [600] - Create a dimension based on your inner-most
obsession/desires.



Older Sister [???] - Mature bod, very pronounced curves or muscles.

Million Arthur [???] - Cloning stuff, million arthur

Magical Mage Of Magic [???] - Magic stuff

Warrior Of Justice! [???] - Fighting skill

Items:

Sharicite [???] - Crystallised shares. Literally solid faith.

Weapon Selection [???] - Weapon of choice. Can be odd such as a microphone.

Collab Craziness - Over the years in their dimensional hopping adventures the Neptunia
crew have visited all manner of different worlds and universes: Worlds where
anthropomorphised battleships war with each other, worlds where ninjas battle in
outfit-tearing conflicts, and worlds where a small elite crew is all that stands between
apocalyptic forces and all that is beautiful in the world. By choosing this option, you can
make some or even all of these events canon. Every once in a while you will find yourself
flung by a dimensional anomaly into a new but oddly familiar world.

Notes:
For the purposes of Collab Craziness, a list of known Neptunia crossovers includes but is
not limited to:
-Honkai Impact
-Azur Lane
-Fairy Fencer
-Senran Kagura
-Atelier
etc


